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Tenura is a range of anti-slip and grip 
products for the home and for clinical 
uses. Our complete range is available 
to buy at www.tenura.us or call 
us now for further information on 
724-256-8359

Tenura is nontoxic and chemically 
inert. This main silicone range does 
not contain Phthalate plasticizers, 
which are banned or restricted in 
Europe and the US.
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The safe and versatile anti-slip 
and grip product range  
Tenura is a leading range of non-slip products 
in the UK, Europe and USA. It can be built 
into a lifestyle system and used to maintain 
independent living for people with impairments 
to the strength of their grip, frailty or limits to 
mobility or used by anyone on a one-off basis. 
Tenura Silicone

Unlike other non-slip and grip products on the market, 
the range is made entirely from silicone rubber, a material 
that is nontoxic and chemically inert. It does not contain 
phthalate plasticizers, which are necessary ingredients of 
other materials with similar non-slip properties and which 
are banned or restricted in Europe and parts of the USA. 
It is also fully washable and autoclave safe up to 482ºF.

All of the Tenura Silicone products are antimicrobial 
providing continuous built-in protection against a wide 
range of bacteria including MRSA, E.coli and Klebsiella. 
Also protecting against mold and fungi.

We offer a range of extremely effective anti-slip products 
that provide grip on dry smooth and slippery surfaces, 
including tables, work tops, trays, handles and smooth 
floor surfaces. Our specially designed materials, mats 
and non-slip products prevent movement and provide 
enhanced on handles and lids. Our floor mats provide 
stability for sitting, standing and walking, helping to 
prolong independent movement.

Tenura can be used as a solution in the home to maintain 
independent living and can also be used in clinical and 
care home environments. In addition, it is useful in vehicles, 
mobile homes and boats to provide stability to objects.
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Properties

• Provides firm grip and hold
• Non-toxic and chemically inert 
• Phthalate plasticizer free
• Autoclave safe to 482ºF
• Fully washable and long lasting

Other Tenura products

Tenura also offers other specialized 
products that are not made out of 
silicone, including self adhesive material 
which provides grip in wet areas
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Nonslip coasters and mats
Tenura offers a range of anti-slip mats, from 

smaller coaster style up to large 
table and work surface mats. 
These provide firm and secure 
grip and hold for objects such 
as plates, cups, cutlery, bowls 

and cutting boards etc. and 
can be used on tables, 
trays and counter tops or 
any smooth surface. 

Tenura mats can also be used in any 
environment to provide firm grip and hold for objects 
such as mobile phones, computers, tools and games - 
particularly in vehicles and surroundings subject to motion 
and/or tipping.

There are a variety of circular and rectangular shapes 
available, in three colors. Tenura mats are fully washable 
and long lasting.

Tenura Non-slip coasters and mats product range

Item size Red Blue Yellow

Tenura Coaster 3.54in x 3.54in pack of 4 TC/9 - 1 TC/9 - 2 TC/9 - 3

Tenura Coaster 5.5in diameter TC/14 - 1 TC/14 - 2 TC/14 - 3

Tenura Coaster 7.48in diameter TC/19 - 1 TC/19 - 2 TC/19 - 3

Tenura Rectangular Table Mat 9.84in x 7.08in TC/MAT- 25 - 1 TC/MAT - 25 - 2 TC/MAT - 25 - 3

Tenura Rectangular Table Mat 13.78in x 9.84in TC/MAT - 35 - 1 TC/MAT - 35 - 2 TC/MAT - 35 - 3

Tenura Rectangular Table Mat 7.71in x 14.96in TC/RM - 45 - 1 TC/RM - 45 - 2 TC/RM - 45 - 3

Applications

Uses for Tenura coasters and mats include:
• Prevents plates, bowls and crockery from

sliding on tables, counters and trays
• Holds chopping boards in position
• Holds kitchen appliances and mixing bowls

in place
•  Holds objects firm on surfaces that are 

not horizontal and / or are subject to motion 
or tipping.

4 Anti-slip and grip for independent livingwww.tenura.us
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Safety grip floor mats Children’s mats
Particularly, to help in the prevention of 
accidents while sitting down and standing up, 
Tenura have produced an anti-slip floor mat 
that can be used to provide a firm grip area 
on smooth and slippery floor surfaces. 
Statistically, falls are very common in domestic 
circumstances amongst older adults and can often be the 
cause of serious injury but the same challenges apply to 
any disabled person and those with limited movement. 

Tenura floor mats are useful to reduce the hazard of 
slipping and falling in any area with smooth surface 
flooring and particularly for those for whom movement 
is difficult or limited when manoeuvring between sitting 
and standing, from bed to chair or when stepping on or 
off a stepped area or landing. Tenura floor mats are fully 
washable and long lasting.

Applications

Tenura floor mats are useful for:
• Standing and sitting
• Wheelchair users
• Moving on and off beds
• Beneath rugs on smooth and slippery surfaces

Two bright and friendly mat designs for 
children. Completely safe and nontoxic, with 
an anti-microbial treatment. These can be 
used on tables and high chair trays, providing 
firm and secure grip and hold for objects 
such as plates, cups, cutlery and bowls. 
Tenura children’s mats are available in two friendly 
character designs - a big friendly green frog and a cute 

Tenura Non-slip floor mats product range

Item size Red Blue Yellow

Tenura Floor Mat 23.62in x 17.71in T/FLOOR - 60 - 1 T/FLOOR - 60 - 2 T/FLOOR - 60 - 3

6 Anti-slip and grip for independent livingwww.tenura.us

Tenura Extreme product range

Item size Green frog Orange cat

11.81in x 9.84in T/F - 1 T/C - 1

orange cat. These engaging creatures will bring color 
and fun to children’s meal time and play time as well as 
providing secure grip and hold to help prevent accidents 
and spills.

In common with all the Tenura silicone range, they are 
completely safe and 
nontoxic but can be 
washed or sterilised at 
very high temperatures.

Applications

Tenura children’s mats are useful for:
• Prevents plates, bowls and crockery from sliding

on tables, counters and trays
• Bright and fun non slip surface for toys and play
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Jar and bottle openers Tenura Grip
Tenura jar and bottle openers are two 
separate products that are designed to fit a 
variety of sizes and provide an enveloping 
area of traction and the firm grip and 
hold needed to assist in turning the most 
stubborn of tight screw fit caps and lids.
The domed outside of the device provides a flexible, 
soft handle that is ridged to provide firm purchase when 
gripped with fingers and thumb and/ or in the palm of the 
hand. Tenura jar and bottle openers are fully washable 
and long lasting.

A universal anti-slip sheath, designed to fit 
cutlery handles of all shapes and sizes for 
people with poor grip.
A large soft handle that is textured to provide firm 
purchase when gripped in the hand. This is particularly 
useful for people with reduced hand function, unsteady  
or weakened grip and for people with limited joint 
movement in the hand.

Tenura cutlery grips are fully washable and long lasting. 
This product is perfect for domestic use to maintain 
an independent lifestyle and for use in care and 
clinical environments.

Applications

Uses for Tenura grips include:
 • Assists grip and provides purchase

on cutlery handles of most types, shapes 
and sizes

• Useful for people with arthritis or any condition
that weakens hand grip

Applications

Uses for Tenura jar and bottle openers include:

• Assists in opening bottles, jars and pill
containers of all shapes and sizes

• Can be used to grip and provide purchase
on cupboard handles and doorknobs

• Useful for people with arthritis or any condition
that weakens hand grip

• Can be operated with one hand, with the use of a
Tenura mat on the base of the jar or bottle

Tenura bottle and jar openers product range

Item Red Blue Yellow

Tenura Bottle Opener T/B - 1 T/B - 2 T/B - 3

Tenura Jar Opener T/J - 1 T/J - 2 T/J - 3

Tenura mat on the base of the jar or bottle

Yellow Tenura Grip Non-slip cutlery grip

Item size Grey

Tenura cutlery grip 4.92in T/CG - 1

and sizes
• Useful for people with arthritis or any condition

that weakens hand grip

Tenura Grip Non-slip cutlery grip

that weakens hand grip

Tenura Grip Non-slip cutlery grip
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Non-slip reels  
and strips

Tenura material reels and strips  
product range

Item Blue Red

Tenura Material Reel 7.87in x 3ft 3.37in T/R - 1 T/R - 1+

Tenura Material Reel 11.8.1in x 3ft 3.37in T/R - 2 T/R - 3

Tenura Material Reel 7.87in x 6ft 6.74in T/R - 5 T/R - 6

Tenura Material Reel 15.74in x 6ft 6.74in T/R - 7 T/R - 8

Tenura Material Reel 7.87in x 29ft 6.33in T/R - 9 T/R - 10

Tenura Material Reel 15.74in x 29ft 6.33in T/R - 11 T/R - 12

Tenura strips 0.78in x 3ft 3.37in T/S - 2

Tenura non-slip material reels offers a DIY 
alternative to the manufactured range 
and provide bespoke solutions to anti-slip 
issues. The material is a very flexible and 
malleable sheet that can be cut to size and 
shape, for any dry non-slip application.

It can be easily moulded or wrapped around objects 
and handles etc. as well as used flat in a tray or on 
the floor as a step or foot plate grip. Because it is 
thin and flexible it can also be successfully used 

as an unobtrusive drawer or shelf liner. Tenura is 
fully washable and long lasting.

Tenura strips can be used to wrap around objects 
and utensils, such as cutlery to improve finger grip 
where is impaired by arthritis and other conditions.

Applications

Uses for Tenura material and strips:
•  Providing firm grip and hold for domestic objects 

such as cups, plates and ornaments
• Shelf, tray and drawer liner
• Make fun shaped DIY non-slip mats
• Providing firm grip for handles, knobs etc.
• Providing grip for utensils and cutlery• Providing grip for utensils and cutlery• Providing grip for utensils and cutlery
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Tenura Cup holder Tenura Cupcap
Providing a firm grip on most types of cup 
and a non-slip base which will hold fast on 
smooth surfaces, tables and desktops, the 
Tenura cup holder helps to prevent spills and 
keeps cups in place.
The specially designed gripper holds cups of all 
shapes and sizes so that the cup holder stays with the 
cup wherever it is relocated and the semi-rigid body 
contains small spills and drips, protecting surfaces from 
damage and marking. 

A self-sealing cap that will stretch to fit over 
the top of cups, glasses and beakers and 
allow a straw to enter for drinking. Tenura 
Cupcap will prevent spills even when the 
cup or glass is knocked over, protecting 
surfaces and furnishings.
The Cupcap can also be useful to cover drinks when 
they are left for any appreciable time, keeping dust 
and other contaminants out and helping to maintain 
temperature for a short time.

In domestic circumstances, the Cupcap is particularly 
useful to prevent spills amongst young children or 
people with unsteady movements and grip. In clinical 
circumstances, the Cupcap can help to preserve the 
freshness of drinks and prevent accidents where 
they may be left on trays or side tables for an 
appreciable length of time.

Applications

Uses for Tenura Cupcap include:
• Prevents spills
• Preserves freshness for longer

than an uncovered drink
• Useful for people with an unsteady

grip or muscle tremors

Applications

Uses for Tenura cup holders include:
•  Providing firm grip for cups in domestic and clinical 

circumstances, preventing spills and 
marking of surfaces

•  Holds cups firm on surfaces 
that are not horizontal and 
/ or are subject to motion 
or tipping

• Useful for people with
an unsteady grip or 
muscle tremors

Tenura cup holder product range

Item Red Blue Yellow

Tenura Cup holder T/CH - 1 T/CH - 2 T/CH - 3

Holds cups firm on surfaces
that are not horizontal and 
/ or are subject to motion 

Tenura Cupcap product range

Item Translucent

Cupcap 2.36in and 3.15in diameter T/CC-1

In domestic circumstances, the Cupcap is particularly 
useful to prevent spills amongst young children or 
people with unsteady movements and grip. In clinical 
circumstances, the Cupcap can help to preserve the 
freshness of drinks and prevent accidents where 
they may be left on trays or side tables for an 
appreciable length of time.

Uses for Tenura Cupcap include:

Preserves freshness for longer
than an uncovered drink
Useful for people with an unsteady
grip or muscle tremors

Tenura Cupcap product range

Translucent

Cupcap 2.36in and 3.15in diameter T/CC-1
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Nonslip fabric  
netting

Tenura Kitchen grip set

In addition to the smooth reels, the  
Tenura range offers Nonslip cushion 
netting. This material has a soft and 
spongy feel and texture and is suitable  
for circumstances where cushioning is  
also desirable.
Because it is in the form of a spongy netting, the 
nonslip quality of the material is enhanced by the 
bumpy surface texture, making it suitable for a wide 
range of applications. Tenura fabric roll can be cut to 
size and shape for bespoke solutions to overcome a 
multitude of slip issues. Tenura fabric is fully washable.

Applications

Tenura fabric netting is useful for:
• Lining shelves and drawers in mobile

homes, boats and caravans to hold 
objects in place

•  Lining any flat surface in 
circumstances where movement 
or tilting is likely (e.g. cars, vans, 
caravans, boats)

• Beneath rugs and mats on smooth,
slippery surfaces

A useful pack, including three utensils 
designed for enhanced grip and anti-slip  
in the home. Including a nonslip mat, a  
jar opener and bottle opener.
Tenura jar openers and bottle openers are designed 
to fit a variety of sizes and provide the firm grip and 
hold needed to assist in turning the most stubborn 
of tight screw fit caps and lids. The mat can be used 
to hold bottles and jars firm or on its own to provide 
firm grip and hold for plates, cups, cutlery and bowls. 
It is ideal for keeping crockery and utensils firm 
on a tray.

Tenura Non-slip fabric netting product range

Item size White Black Beige

Tenura Nonslip Fabric Roll 1ft 8in x 6ft T/NET - White T/NET - Black T/NET - Beige

Tenura kitchen set product range

Item Three colors

Three part set T/KITCHENPACK

Applications

• Assists in opening bottles, jars and pill
containers of all shapes and sizes

• Can be used to grip and provide purchase
on cupboard handles and doorknobs

• Can be operated with one hand, with the use of a
Tenura mat on the base of the jar or bottle

• Mat prevents plates, bowls and crockery from
sliding on tables, counters and trays
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Tenura for wet areas
Available on a roll as strips or circles  
in a clear or white self adhesive material, Tenura 
for wet areas can be applied to baths, shower 
trays, floors and any surface that is frequently 
wet. It is used to provide grip, particularly 
for bare feet and where safety is an issue in 
bathrooms and changing rooms where floors 
and surfaces are wet and slippery. 
The strips and circles are discrete and unobstrusive but 
can make all the difference, providing safer footing on 
wet surfaces for all ages. This is particularly useful to 
provide grip for less mobile and frail people who may be 
unsteady on their feet.   

Tenura for wet areas is self adhesive and easy 
to apply and provides a long lasting anti-slip 
solution in homes, care homes and public 
and clinical environments.

Applications

Tenura for wet areas is useful for:
• Frequently wet floors
• Baths
• Shower trays
• Wet rooms

Tenura for wet areas

Item  White Clear

9ft 10.11in roll SE strips T/Aqua/S - W T/Aqua/S - C

9ft 10.11in roll SE discs T/Aqua/C - W T/Aqua/C - C

Tenura Extreme product range

Item size Green Clear

7.87in x 7.87in T/EG - 2 T/EC - 1

This special nonslip material is designed for 
more extreme circumstances, and more 
demanding slip issues. A translucent 

material, available in either clear or 
green, Tenura Extreme is sticky to the 

touch and grips objects immediately 
on contact and provides very  

firm hold.
Particularly useful in circumstances 

where there may be movement or 
jolting and where more extreme 

tipping may occur. This material is 

unobtrusive and can be used on smooth surfaces to keep 
loose objects firmly in place. Typical uses may include 
lining trays or walking frames. Also holding objects firm 
in vehicles, mobile homes and boats. Tenura Extreme 
has incredible levels of hold and is tacky to the touch, 
but is fully washable and can easily be regenerated to its 
original condition if affected by dust.

Applications

• Tray liners

• Vehicles, mobile homes and boats

•  Holding objects firm where movement, jolting 
and/or tipping is likely

Tenura Extreme
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Tenura 5.5 inch diameter mats, jar openers 
and bottle openers are available in ‘Point-
of-sale’ presentation boxes. These bright, 
eye-catching displays can be shown in 
stores on shelves or on counter tops to 
stimulate interest and impulse purchases.
Each box contains a quantity of 25 units and the 
products are unwrapped and accessible so that they 
can be viewed and picked up.

18 Anti-slip and grip for independent livingwww.tenura.us

can be viewed and picked up.

Tenura Point of sale box packs

Item Red Blue Yellow Mixed

25 5.5in dia. mats POS box DSM/1 DSM/2 DSM/3 DSM/MIX

25 bottle openers POS box DSB/1 DSB/2 DSB/3 DSB/MIX

25 jar openers POS box DSJ/1 DSJ/2 DSJ/2 DSJ/MIX

Point of sale packs

Packaging 
All Tenura products are presented for sale in attractive 
and protective packaging that will keep the product 
clean and dust free. All packaging has euro hooks so 
that it can be racked for sale.

Care information
All Tenura products are fully washable and may be 
cleaned with plenty of warm, soapy water. Tenura 
products (except for Tenura for wet areas) should not 
be used when wet and will not provide grip until dry. 
It is preferable to air dry the material to avoid leaving 
lint and dust on it from cloths.

Tenura is tough, flexible and durable and will last for many 
years. It will retain its anti-slip properties throughout its life 
span, provided that it is cleaned periodically.

For further information about Tenura please  
enquire by calling us on 724-256-8359 or
email info@tenura.us.




